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6027 265 4.74 1.69 34 3/8 10.13 38.5 7.08 4.05 118" 19

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DL
DOB (Age)

6-14-93 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Murt, Nolan

TEAM

Seattle Seahawks15-2nd-SEA
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Michigan (MIUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Clark, Frank

2017: 10/8 @ LAR, 10/22 @ NYG, 11/5 vs WAS, 11/26 @ SF, 12/3 vs PHI

28
Winning %

61%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2015- Produced 3 Sacks and 16 Tackles as a situational pass rusher during Rookie season, 

2016- In expanded role, registered 10 Sacks and 47 Tackles, 2017- 9 Sacks and 32 Tackles in 

first season as full-time starter

3rd-year DL who was a situational pass-rusher in his first two seasons. Had a 10-sack 2016 season and his role for 

2017 was expanded due to the departure of Bruce Irvin in free agency. First season under DL coach Clint Hurtt

and third under DC Kris Richard, whose defense features a 4-3 base and incorporates 3-4 concepts. Three-down

player who primarily aligns as a RDE and LDE and is typically subbed out when SEA uses their 3-4 package

(although played limited snaps at LOLB and ROLB). In their quarter package, plays as an interior stand-up rusher

in a 3 technique over LG or RG. Adequate height and weight, and a lean build with good arm length. Displays very

good athletic ability with a very good combination of explosiveness, lateral agility, and change of direction. Very

good upfield burst in the run game and processes Zone blocking schemes very quickly. Vs Reach and Base blocks,

quickly engages OTs and TEs with heavy hands and very good hand placement, uses very good functional strength

to keep the blocker locked out, and holds his ground with good pad level and core strength. Leverages his gap as a

one-gapper and stays square and keeps eyes on the runner as a two-gapper. Shows solid ability to get off blocks

and good ability to tackle runners in his gap. Adequate pursuit player who demonstrates very good backside

discipline and takes good downfield pursuit angles. Solid edge rusher with very good upfield burst from 2, 3, and

4pt stances vs pass. Demonstrates a pass rush plan in 3rd and long situations and when the offense is in an empty

set. Good speed to the junction point pressures the OL’s pass set, and sets up inside moves with very good use of

head fakes and executes by using either very good COD to cross inside or a good spin move that he finishes by

bringing his arm around to knock the OL off-balance. Uses quick COD and very good explosive strength to initially

knock OL back when converting speed to power. Has the upfield burst and speed to win the corner. Very good

ability to execute as both the penetrator and the looper in twists. In limited pass coverage snaps, shows he can

open up and get to hook-curl and flat zones while keeping head on a swivel. Good competitiveness seen on runs to

his side, 3rd downs, on the goal-line, and late in games regardless of the score. Good mental toughness seen in

ability to put a bad play behind him and focus on the next snap. When Trap-blocked, blockers are able to Cut him

because he neither anticipates them nor uses hands to defeat them. Marginal ability to fight over top of Down

blocks once the ball gets outside of him. He is not a technician as a pass rusher and does not demonstrate a pass

rush plan outside of the situations previously noted. Displays a marginal ability to keep OL hands off him (he does

not appear to key their hands with his eyes so he whiffs when he tries to knock them away), so he struggles when

rushing from tighter alignments and vs 45-degree sets because he has doesn’t have the space to sell OLs upfield

and then come inside or vice versa. Poor ability to pass rush from a 3-technique because he doesn’t have a plan

and can’t clear hands or hips. When he wins the corner or beats OLs inside, they can recover because he rarely

clears their hands and because he does not display the ankle flexibility, body lean, or closing speed needed to

finish on the QB. Marginal ability to finish speed to power moves because, after initially knocking the OL back, his

pad level rises and base narrows. When countering with a spin move, he just spins in place. Displays marginal

effort in pursuit, and doesn’t demonstrate a desire to finish on the ball carrier when a teammate has the runner

wrapped up. Overall, he is a good starter who wins with UOH, mental processing, and functional strength vs the

run and with upfield burst, athletic ability, and competitiveness as a pass rusher. He fits as a 4-3 DE who is at his

best as a pass rusher when the protection scheme gives him a two-way go and when he has space to work with

from a 9-technique. He has the physical tools to be a very good edge rusher but his technique limits his

production. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

46
Games Started

17
Games Won

UOH vs Pass, Pass Rush Technique, Ability to Bend, Finish

PROJECTION A good starter who wins with UOH, Mental Processing, and Functional Strength vs the run 

and with Upfield Burst, Athletic Ability, and Effort as a pass rusher. Has the physical tools to 

be a very good edge rusher but technique limits his production. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Upfield Burst, UOH vs Run, Athletic Ability, Mental Processing

WORST

RDE, LDE

Best fit as a 4-3 DE in a system that allows him to rush the passer from wide alignments.

2015- Week 6 Out (Hamstring), 2016- Week 6 Questionable (Hamstring), 2017- Week 1 

Questionable (Wrist); Week 16 Questionable (Toe)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


